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Abstract 
 

In wireless sensor networks, link scheduling is a fundamental problem related to throughput 
capacity and delay. For a given set of communication requests 1 2{ , ,..., }nL l l l= , the MLS 
(maximum link scheduling) problem aims to find the largest possible subset S  of L such that 
the links in S  can be scheduled simultaneously. Most of the existing results did not consider 
bidirectional transmission setting, which is more realistic in wireless sensor networks. In this 
paper, under physical interference model SINR (signal-to-noise-plus-interference-ratio) and 
bidirectional transmission model, we propose a constant factor approximation algorithm 
MLSA (Maximum Link Scheduling Algorithm) for MLS. It is proved that in the same 
topology setting the capacity under unidirectional transmission model is lager than that under 
bidirectional transmission model. However, compared with some work under unidirectional 
transmission model, the capacity of MLSA is improved about 28% to 45%.  
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1. Introduction 

During the past two decades, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been employed in a 
variety of applications ranging from military to medical, and from industry to home. In WSNs, 
the capacity is one of the most important indices of quality of service (QoS). However, due to 
the deficiency of frequency spectrum resource, many wireless communications share the 
common spectrum and there exists interference among simultaneous transmission links which 
leads to the decrease of communication capacity of WSNs [1]. How to enhance the throughput 
capacity becomes a challengeable problem to be solved. One feasible method is spatial reuse, 
i.e., sensors can transmit concurrently, without interfering. 

As a fundamental problem in WSNs, link scheduling is crucial for improving networking 
performances through maximizing throughput and fairness. A link scheduler chooses a set of 
active links to transmit data and deactivate other links to eliminate their interference on the 
active links.  

The link scheduling problem, which has been studied with different optimization objectives, 
mainly includes two sub-problems, that is, throughput-optimum scheduling problem and 
minimum delay scheduling problem. Formally, for an arbitrary given set of links 

1 2{ , ,..., }nL l l l= , each il  is a sender-receiver pair of sensor nodes in the Euclidean plane, the 
throughput-optimum scheduling problem, which is also called maximum link scheduling 
(MLS) problem [2] or maximum independent set link (MISL) scheduling [3] problem, is to 
find a subset of links with maximum cardinality satisfying the interference constraints. The 
minimum delay scheduling problem, which is also called the shortest link scheduling (SLS) 
problem [4], is described as how one can partition L  into subsets, as few as possible, so that 
the transmissions in each subset can be done simultaneously. In this paper, we focus on the 
MLS problem.  

In WSNs, interference among the simultaneously transmitting links must be considered. An 
important issue is how to model the interference when one designs link scheduling algorithms 
in WSNs. In fact, the interference model has been shown to have a major impact on the 
complexity of optimal wireless link scheduling. Therefore, for different interference models, 
the scheduling problems are essentially different [5]. Roughly speaking, the interference 
models consist of two classes. One class is graph-based interference models and the other is 
physical interference model. For graph-based models, the interference is modeled as a binary 
and a local measure, i.e., the interference beyond a certain range is neglected. The graph-based 
interference models make the algorithm design tractable since they localize the interference of 
a transceiver on others. Unfortunately, the graph-based models are too simple and cannot 
reflect accurately the interference among links. For example, 6 communication links transmit 
simultaneously, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 1, and all the 6 links can communicate concurrently 
under graph-based interference model [6]. However, it is too optimistic. For instance, to 
ensure the link 1l  can transmit successfully, the accumulative interference caused by all other 
5 links besides 1l  on 1l  should not be neglected. In the physical model, which is also called 
SINR (signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio) model, the accumulative interference is 
considered. A message can be received successfully by a node if the ratio between the received 
signal strength and the ambient noise plus interference from other nodes exceeds a certain 
hardware-specific threshold. The SINR model reflects the physical reality more accurately 
than the graph-based interference models. However, due to the non-locality of SINR, it is 
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difficult to design a link scheduling algorithm under SINR constraints. On the other hand, both 
MLS and SLS are NP-hand [7, 8]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. 1. The influence of accumulative interference on communication. 
 

Another issue should be considered when we design link scheduling algorithms for WSNs is 
power assignment. Generally, we refer to this as the power-control-based scheduling problem. 
Oblivious power assignment is one of the most important approaches for power assignment, 
where the power depends only on the length of the given link. The two most frequently used 
power assignment strategies indeed belong to this type. One is the uniform (or fixed) power 
assignment, the other is linear assignment which ensures that the signals received at the 
intended receivers are identical. 

In wireless communication system, two communication models are considered, i.e., 
unidirectional communication model and bidirectional communication model. Most of 
existing results for MLS were under unidirectional communication model, since this model is 
easy to be tackled. In bidirectional model, the communication is in two directions. Thus, the 
asymmetry between sender and receiver disappears, and two nodes in one link act as sender 
and receiver. It is more difficult to design MLS algorithms under bidirectional model. 

1.1 Summary of contributions 
In this paper, we consider the communication requests as bidirectional links, which is a 
challenge to link scheduling problems. In unidirectional transmission links, the signals always 
are transmitted from the sender to the receiver. While in the bidirectional case, a stronger 
separation criterion should be applied, since communication along each link can occur in 
different directions. The bidirectional communication model meets the reality of WSNs, 
though it is easy to get better networks performance under unidirectional model. We prove 
(see theorem 5.1) that the cardinality of feasible set under bidirectional model is smaller than 
it under unidirectional model. However, the simulation results show that our algorithm is more 
effective than some algorithms under unidirectional model. For example, compared with 
OSSA [9] and MISL [3] the capacity of our algorithm is improved about 28% to 45% (Fig.  5. 
2). 

We propose a constant factor approximation algorithm for MLS problem, which is to find 
the largest feasible subset S  of links that can be scheduled simultaneously without 
interference. We define “safe distance” ( )SD l  for each link l . A link l  joins into feasible set 
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S , which means that no other link whose distance to l  is shorter than ( )SD l  can join into S . 
The “safe distance” ( )SD l  is an increasing function on the length of l .  

Due to low power and weakly computing capability of sensor nodes, it is important to 
design low complexity algorithms for WSNs. A low complexity algorithm means that it can be 
implemented in short time, which leads to low delay for WSNs. Based on the proposed 
concept of “safe distance”, we design a low time complexity algorithm, which is more 
efficient than existing results, especially for large-scale WSNs (Fig. 5. 7(a), 5. 7(b)).  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss the related work in section 2. 
Section 3 gives the model and the definition. In section 4, we propose an algorithm for MLS 
problem under SINR with theoretical analysis in detail. The simulation comparison is 
presented in section 5. Finally, we summarize the paper in section 6. 

2. Related Work 
Ever since the pioneering work of Gupta and Kumar [10], how to schedule links and enhance 
the capacity of WSNs became an important issue. Different optimization measurements and 
different interference models for link scheduling have been considered. Many graph model 
based algorithms (e.g. [11-14]) were proposed. Unfortunately, the graph-based interference 
models fail to capture the accumulative property of actual radio signals. In 2006, Moscibroda 
and Wattenhofer firstly studied the scheduling problem under SINR [15]. From then on, SINR 
became a popular interference model for studying link scheduling problems [16-23]. 

In [7], Goussevskaia, Oswald and Wattenhofer presented the first NP-completeness proofs 

for link scheduling problems under SINR model and proposed an max

min

( )log
( )

d lO
d l

 
 
 

 factor 

approximation algorithm for MLS with uniform power, where max ( )d l and min ( )d l  denote the 
length of the longest and the shortest links, respectively. The approximation bound is large. 
The algorithm consists of two steps. Firstly, the problem instance is partitioned into disjoint 
link length classes, and then, a feasible schedule is constructed for each length class using a 
greedy strategy. Later, Goussevskaia et al. proposed the first scheduling algorithm with 
approximation guarantee independent of the topology of the network [9]. They proposed a 
constant approximation guaranteed algorithm for the problem of maximizing the number of 
links scheduled in one time-slot, and obtained an (log )O n  approximation for the problem of 
minimizing the number of time slots needed to schedule a given set of requests, where n  is the 
total number of links. The claimed constant approximation bound and its proof in [9] are valid 
only when the ambient noise 0N = . In fact, the constant approximation bound is large in [9]. 
In [3], Wan et al. developed an approximation algorithm for MLS which had a constant 
approximation bound regardless of the value of the ambient noise and the lengths of the 
communication links, and a significantly small approximation bound. These algorithms 
assume that the transmitter uses uniform power assignment and is independent of topology 
structure. Recently, Halldórsson and Mitra extended the transimssion power to oblivious 
power assignment (including uniform, mean, and linear power assignment), and proposed a 
factor of (1)O -approximation ratio algorithm for both unidirectional and bidirectional links 
[22]. In [23], Kesselheim improved the result obtained in [22] and developed the first (1)O - 
approximation ratio algorithm for MLS with power control. Most of the above algorithms for 
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link scheduling in the SINR model are centralized. In [2], Pei and Kumar developed a 
distributed and (1)O -approximation ratio algorithm for MLS problem. 

Bidirectional communication is more consistent with WSNs. Fanghanel et al. introduced 
the bidirectional version of the scheduling problem and gave a 3.5(log )O nα+ -approximation 
factor algorithm for SLS using the mean power assignment in general metrics [24]. This result 
was improved to (log )O n in [18]. For MLS problem, an improved approximation factors of 

(1)O  in bidirectional cases was proposed in [22].  

3. Model and Definition 

Given a set of links },...,,{ 21 nlllL = , where each link l  represents a communication 
request from a sender ( )s l  to a receiver ( )r l . That is, the communication link ( ( ), ( ))l s l r l= . 
All the nodes are deployed in a Euclidean plane. The length of link l , which represents the 
Euclidean distance between ( )s l  and ( )r l , is denoted by ( ) ( ( ), ( ))d l d s l r l= . When no 
ambiguity arises, the length of link l  is denoted simply by ( ( ), ( ))l d s l r l= . The asymmetric 
distance from link ul  to vl is denoted by ( ) ( ( ), ( ))u v u vd l l d s l r l= . Let ∆  denote the ratio of 
the length of the longest and the shortest links. Assume that all links are of different length, 
which does not affect the results essentially. Suppose that each link has a unit-traffic demand, 
and we can model the case of non-unit traffic demands by replicating the links. 

Let ( )s lP  denote the power assigned to link l . We use the path loss radio propagation model 
for the reception of signals, where the signal received from ( )s l  at receiver ( )r l  is 

( ) ( ( ), ( ))s lP d s l r lα , where constant α  denotes the path loss exponent, whose exact value 
depends on external conditions of the medium (humidity, obstacles, etc.), as well as the exact 
sender-receiver distance. As common, we assume that α > 2 [10]. We adopt the physical 
interference model, in which the link ul  transmits successfully if and only if the following 
inequality holds. 
 

( )

( )\{ }

( )
( )

u

ww u

s l u

s l w ul S l

P d l
N P d l l

α

α β
∈

≥
+∑

,                                         (1)  

 
where 1β ≥  denotes the minimum SINR value required for a message to be successfully 
received, N  is the ambient noise, and S  is the set of concurrently scheduled links in the same 
slot. If each link in S  can satisfy (1), then S  is called a SINR-feasible link set. 

In the bidirectional communication model, the asymmetry between senders and receivers 
disappear. The distance between two links is the shortest distance between any endpoints of 
the links. The symmetric distance between link ul  and vl  is denoted by 

( ) ( ) min{ ( ( ), ( )),  ( ( ), ( )),  ( ( ), ( )),  ( ( ), ( ))}u v v u u v u v u v u vd l l d l l d s l r l d s l s l d r l r l d r l s l= = . 
Obviously, it is more difficult to calculate the SINR value under bidirectional setting.  
In this paper we consider MLS problem under the uniform (or fixed) power assignment, i.e., 

all links are assigned the same power, which is denoted by P in the rest of the paper.  

http://arxiv.org/find/cs/1/au:+Pei_G/0/1/0/all/0/1
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Definition 3.1 [8] The relative interference (RI) of link wl  on link vl  is the increase caused by 

wl  in the inverse of the SINR at vl , namely 
( )( )

( )w

v
l v

w v

d lRI l
d l l

α

α= . For convenience, define 

( ) 0
vl vRI l = .  

The affectance of link vl , caused by link set S , is the sum of the relative interferences of 
the links in S  on vl , as well as the effect of noise, scaled by β , or 
 

\{ }
( ) ( )

( ) w
w v

S v l v
l S lv

Na l RI l
P d lαβ

∈

 
= + 

 
∑ .                                   (2)  

 
Note that a solution S  is valid if and only if the affectance (by the other nodes in S ) of 

each link in S  is at most 1. That is to say S  is a SINR-feasible set if and only if, for all l S∈ , 
( ) 1Sa l ≤ . 
Definition 3.2 [8] If the affectance of any link of S , caused by the set S , is at most 1 p , 

the set S  is defined a p -signal set or schedule. 

4. Maximum link scheduling algorithm under SINR model 

4.1 Existing methods 
Firstly, we introduce some existing methods closely related to our work. In [3, 9, 22], the 
algorithms process links in non-decreasing order of length. Let L  be the initial set of links, 
and S  the set of links has already been chosen (which is empty initially). The basic idea is as 
follows. 

(1) sorting transmission links in non-decreasing order; 
(2) picking the shortest link ( ( ), ( ))vl s v r v=  in \L S and removing vl  from L ; 
(3) removing all the links in the following set from L : 

1{ ( ( ), ( )) | \  and ( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( ))}u ul s u r u l L S d s u r v c d s v r v= ∈ ≤ ,  
i.e., all the links nearby vl  in \L S , where 1c  is a constant; 

(4) removing all the links in 2{ ( ( ), ( )) | \  and ( ) }w w S wl s w r w l L S a l c= ∈ ≥  from L , 
i.e. , all the links in \L S  that suffer from high interference caused by all chosen links in S , 
where 2 1c <   is a constant; 

(5) repeating (2), (3) and (4) until L =∅ . 
The MLS algorithms greedily schedule links in increasing order of length, i.e., “strong” 

links are scheduled first. After a link vl  is added to the solution S , its “safety” is guaranteed 
in two steps. Firstly (step (3)), all links ul  whose distance to vl  is shorter than 1 ( ( ), ( ))c d s v r v  
are removed from L . Secondly (step (4)), all links wl  whose affectedness ( )S wa l  greater 
than or equal to a threshold of 2c  are removed from L . 
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The idea of our algorithm is similar to [3, 9, 22], the main challenge is that we consider the 
links under bidirectional communication setting.  

4.2 Algorithm description 
Before algorithm description, we give the concept of safe distance. 

If only two links ul  and vl  transmit concurrently, then link ul  suffers from the interference 
from link vl . According to (1), the sufficient condition of link ul  communicating successfully 

is that 
( )  

( )
u

v u

P d l
N P d l l

α

α β≥
+

, i.e.,  

 
1

( )
( ( ))v u

u

Pd l l
P d l N

α

αβ
 

≥  ⋅ − 
.                                        (3)  

 
That is, if two links ul  and vl  can transmit concurrently, their distance must exceed a 

threshold.  
Now, we define the “safe distance” of ul . 
Definition 4.1 Safe distance (SD) The safe distance of ul  is a function on the length of ul , 

 
1

( )
( ( )u

u

PSD l
P d l N

α

αβ
 

=  − 
.                                                     (4) 

 
By the definition of safe distance, if ul and vl  can transmit at the same time, then the 

distance between vl  and ul  is greater than or equal to the safe distance of ul . Therefore, if 

ul S∈ , the links whose distance to ul  is shorter than safe distance of ul  must not join into S .  
We use min min{ ( ) | }v u vd d l l l S= ∈  to denote the shortest distance between S  and ul . 
The main idea of our algorithm can be described as follows. Firstly, we sort the links of L  

by non-decreasing order of length. Then, we select the shortest link ul  of  \L S ( initially S is 
empty), according to SINR model, if all the links in S  do not suffer from the join of link 

ul and S  cannot impact on the successful communication of ul , then S  and ul  can 

communicate simultaneously and ul  can join into .S  Let 1
1(1 1 ) ,c αβ β= −  where 1β β>  

is a constant. We can prove that if link ul  satisfies minul d c≤ and 

1( ) ( ) 1,
( ) w

w

S u l u
l Su

Na l RI l
P d lαβ

∈

 
= ⋅ + ≤ 

 
∑  then ul  can join into .S  Finally, if ul  joins into 

,S  the links whose distance to ul  is shorter than safe distance of link ul  can never join into S , 
therefore, we can remove them from L . 
 

4.3 Maximum link scheduling algorithm 

app:ds:greater
app:ds:than
app:ds:or
app:ds:equal
app:ds:to
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The pseudo codes of our algorithm can be described as follows. 
 
Algorithm 1 Maximum Link Scheduling Algorithm (MLSA) 

Input: A link set },...,,{ 21 nlllL =   
Output: Feasible set S , all links in S  can transmit simultaneously 
1:  sort the links 1 2 n, ,...,l l l  by non-decreasing order of length; 
2:  add the shortest link ul  to S ; 
3:  \{ }uL L l= ; 
4:  delete the links whose distance to ul  is shorter than ( )uSD l ; 
5:  while L ≠ ∅  do 
6:         select the shortest link ul  from L ; 
7:         calculate the minimized distance mind  from S  to ul ; 
8:         if minul d c≤  then 

9:                     if 1( ) ( ) 1
( ) w

w

S u l u
l Su

Na l RI l
P d lαβ

∈

 
= ⋅ + ≤ 

 
∑  then 

10:             { }uS S l=  ; 
11:                  \{ | ( ) ( )}v v u uL L l d l l SD l= < ; 
12:                     endif 
13:           endif 
14:          \{ }uL L l= ; 
15:  endwhile  
16:  return S ; 

 
The algorithm MLSA schedules links greedily according to the link length increment, i.e., 

the “stronger” link is scheduled firstly. After joining into ,S  the “safety” of l  is guaranteed 
by line 11, MLSA removes the links that do not join into S  in the future, so that accelerating 
the performance.  

4.4 Performance analysis 
Now, we discuss the correctness and efficiency of MLSA. 

We prove that the solution S  obtained in MLSA is correct, i.e., all selected links can be 
scheduled concurrently.  
Theorem 4.1 The set S returned by MLSA is a feasible scheduling set under SINR constraint. 
Proof. By induction. 

1  When }{ 1lS = , the result holds obviously. 
2  Assume that },...,,{ 121 −= illlS  is a feasible scheduling set. Firstly, we prove that if 

\ul L S∈  satisfies the condition minul d c≤ , ul  can join into S  and do not impact on other 
links in S . 

For ,  v wl l S∀ ∈ , 
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The above inequality holds, since v ul l≤  and min ( )v ud d l l≤ . 

Due to 1
min 1(1 1 )ul d αβ β≤ −  and min 11 1ul dα α β β≤ − , 

we have,  

\{ }
( ) ( )

1
( )

w v
w v u vl S l

v

N P d l l P d l l

P d l

α α

α β∈
+ +

≤
∑
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w v
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α

α α β
∈

≥
+ +∑

 .                                        (5) 

 
The inequality (5) implies that link ul can join into S and cannot impact on the links in S . 
It is easy to prove that the feasible set S  do not impact on link ul . According to line 9, we 

have 1( ) 1
( ) w

w

l u
l Su

N RI l
P d lα β

∈

+ ≤∑ , which means that 1
( )

( )
w

u

w ul S

P d l
N P d l l

α

α β β
∈

≥ >
+∑

. 

Therefore, the feasible set S  does not impact on link ul . 

3  By the above inductive hypothesis, S  is a SINR feasible set.                                       
Next, we prove that MLSA is competitive, i.e., it needs only a constant factor away from the 

optimum.  
Lemma 4.1 [9] There is a polynomial-time algorithm that takes a p -signal schedule and 

refines into a p′ -signal schedule, for p p′ > , increasing the number of slots by a factor of at 

most 22 p p′   . 

According to Lemma 4.1, if the minimum threshold β  is increased to 1β  (constant 

1β β> ), then there is a polynomial-time algorithm such that the scheduling slots increasing 

the number of slots by a factor of at most 2
12β β   . 

Now, we compare the solution S  returned by MLSA with the optimal solution OPT . In 
order to compare the two solutions, we need to count the number of links eliminated by MLSA 
that could have been scheduled in the OPT , i.e., we bound the size of the set 

\OPT OPT S′ = .  
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Line 4 and line 11 of MLSA can guarantee the link l  is “safety”. If link ul  joins into S , 
some links are removed because their distance to ul  is shorter than ( )uSD l . Next, we seek for 

the bound of removed links yet belong to OPT , which is denoted by 1OPT ′ . 

Lemma 4.2 Let S  be a SINR-feasible solution returned by MLSA. For ul S∀ ∈  and 

1vl OPT ′∈ , the distance of vl  to ul  is shorter than ( )uSD l . The number of vl , which is 

denoted by 1OPT ′ , is at most 1

1

Sβ β
β β
⋅
−

. 

Proof.  Since ( ) ( )v u ud l l SD l< , the relative interference of vl  on ul  is  

( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ( ))

( )

( ( ) ) ( )            1 ( ) .

v

u u u
l u

v u u

u

u u
u

d l d l d lRI l Pd l l SD l
P d l N

P d l N d l Nd l P
P

α α α

α α

α

α α
α

β

β β

= > =

−

−
= = −

 

Due to ul S∈ , 

1
\{ }

( )
( )

w u

u

w ul S l

P d l
N P d l l

α

α β
∈

≥
+∑

. 

We have, 

1 \{ }
( ) 1 ( ) ( )

w u
u u w ul S l

Nd l P d l d l lα α αβ
∈

≤ −∑ . 

Therefore,  
1

1 1\{ }
1

( ) 1 1 ( ) ( ) 1 1
v w u

l u u w ul S l
RI l d l d l lα α β ββ β β β

β β∈

−
> − + ≥ − =

⋅∑ . 

Since the total relative interference on ul  is at most 1, the number of vl  is at most 1

1

β β
β β
⋅
−

.  

Therefore, we have 1
1

1

OPT Sβ β
β β
⋅′ ≤
−

.                                                                            

If link ul  cannot satisfy the condition of line 8 in MLSA, it is removed from L  and does not 
join into S . Next, we seek for the bound of removed links yet belong to OPT , which is 
denoted by 2OPT ′ . 

Lemma 4.3 Let S  be a SINR-feasible solution returned by MLSA. For ul S∈  and 

2vl OPT ′∈ , the distance from vl  to ul  is shorter than vl c . The number of vl , which is 

denoted by 2OPT ′ ,  is at most 1

1

Sα ββ
β β

∆
−

. 

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that ul S∈  is the closest link to vl  for one 
iteration, and min ( )v u vd d l l l c= < , then vl S∉ . According to the definition of relative 
interference and SINR constraint, 
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( )
( )( )

( )v

u u
l u u v

v u v

l lRI l l l c c
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α α
α α α α

αα= > = ≥ ∆ . 

Since the total relative interference on ul  is at most 1, therefore，the number of wl  is at 

most cα α∆ . Given a link ul S∈ , the number of 2vl OPT ′∈  is at most 1

1

cα α α β β
β β
⋅

∆ = ∆
−

. 

Therefore, 1
2

1

OPT Sα ββ
β β

′ ≤ ∆
−

.                 

Theorem 4.2 The approximation ratio of MLSA is (1)O . 
Proof. The result follows by adding the bounds of lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, which results in 

1
1 2 2

1

| | (1 (1 ) )OPT OPT OPT S OPT OPT S Sα ββ
β β

′ ′ ′ ′≤ ≤ + + ≤ + + ∆
−

  .                

Although the approximation ratios claimed in [9, 3, 22] are constant, the bounds are large. 
The approximation ratio is 11 (2 1) 5 3x α α++ + + ⋅  in [9], where 

1
5 2 1max 2, 2 3

2
x

ααβ
α

 − = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅   −  
. Moreover it is valid only when the ambient noise 

0N = . In [3], the ambient noise is considered, and the approximation ratio is at least 
21 1 1 1

1
1 1

2 1 18 1 182 5 2
1 13

α α α α
α

α α

π β βπ β
β β

− + ⋅ + ⋅
+ + + ⋅ ⋅ − − 

. In [22], the approximation ratio is 

120 3α+⋅ . The approximation ratio of MLSA is 1

1

1 (1 )α ββ
β β

+ + ∆
−

. In realistic scenarios ∆  

is a constant [26]. When ∆  is small MLSA is competitive. The approximation ratio is 
independent of ∆  and only depends on α  and β . In fact, with the increasing of ∆ , the 
capacity of network gradually decreases, which will be shown in section 5.2 by simulations. 

4.5 Assumption and implementation of MLSA 
In this paper we design a centralized algorithm MLSA. For some WSN systems, such as 
chemical process control, centralized operation of scheduling algorithm is quite realistic. In 
this scenario, gateway nodes serve as central points for collecting network information, 
computing schedules and disseminating the schedules to the other network nodes. In MLSA, 
we need to give some assumptions and determine some parameters. Firstly, we assume 
stationary nodes, a fixed topology and one hop data transmitting. Secondly, during the link 
scheduling, we assume stationary network, i.e., there is no other unexpected transmitting link 
[25].  

For MLSA, many parameters should be determined prior to, or at the beginning of, 
deployment. The ambient noise N  and path loss exponent α  are easily measured in the 
deployment environment. While parameters P  and β  are functions of the devices and 
technology used in WSNs. Furthermore, we assume that nodes know their approximation 
locations, which could be determined by built-in GPS or through estimation techniques such 
as triangulation from known points. Assume that the link demands (which are beyond our 
research) are known, and every active node knows the location of the response node. The 
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gateway nodes collect and sort the link demands, compute schedules and disseminate the 
results to the other nodes. The last problem is how to determine the distance between two 
active links. Assume that S  is a SINR-feasible set and ( ( ), ( ))u u ul s l r l=  is the shortest active 
link which is not be scheduled. Next, we estimate if ul  can join into S . First, ul  should 
compute the shortest distance between ul  and .S  ( )us l  and ( )ur l  send a probe to the active 
nodes in S , respectively, and the active nodes send a ack  to ( )us l  and ( )ur l . Obviously, the 
first response comes from the nearest active node. Therefore, the shortest distance is done. 
Second, if ul  can join into S , ul  sends its location and the “safe distance” ( )uSD l  to other 
unscheduled active links, which receive the information and compute the distance to ul . The 
links whose distance to ul  is shorter than ( )uSD l  can never be scheduled then they turn into 
inactive. 

5. Simulation 

5.1 Parameter setting 

Let ( ( ), ( ))l s l r l=  be a communication link and P  be the transmission power of l . 
According to radio fading theory, the received power at the receiver is rP P lα= . We always 
assume that the Euclidian distance of the closest pair of the nodes is larger than 1 since the 
received power should be smaller than the transmission power. In (1), if S is empty, the SINR 
can be simplified to signal to noise ratio (SNR) given by P N lα β⋅ ≥  or P N lαβ≥ ⋅ ⋅ . Let 

( )1 ,R P N αβ=  then a link l  can transmit successfully in the absence of interference if and 
only if l R≤ . The value R  is thus referred to as the maximum transmission radius. On the 
other hand, to ensure that the longest link transmits successfully, the power assigned to all 
links is at least maxN lαβ ⋅ ⋅ . Therefore, the distance between two nodes, which is one-hop 
neighbor each other, is not too large so that preserve energy. Let the length of the longest link 
be at most 40, i.e. 40∆ ≤ , during the simulation. The units of length and power are meter 
( m ) and milliwatt ( mW ), respectively. 

All links are deployed in a square region randomly. There are several parameters that affect 
the feasible set S , such as node density, node distribution, path loss exponent and ambient 
noise and so on. The parameters are listed in Table 5. 1.  
 

Table 5. 1. Parameters  
region size ( *m m ) / 
number of nodes links 

100*100 / 100 200*200 / 200 300*300 / 300 
400*400 / 400 500*500 / 500 500*500 / 600 
1000*1000 / 1000   1000*1000 / 2000 2000*2000 / 5000 

α (path loss exponent) 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5 
β (SINR threshold) 1, 3, 7, 9, 15 

P (transmission power) 80( mW ) 
N (ambient noise) 0.001( mW ) 
R ( maximum transmission radius) ( )1R P N αβ≤  
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η [3] 0.9 

φ [3] 0.3 

5.2 Simulation results 
We compare our algorithm MLSA with OSSA [9] (Algorithm 1 in [9]) , MISL [3] and MMHC 
[22] (Algorithm C in [22]). MISL and OSSA assume unidirectional transmission link, and 
MMHC assumes both unidirectional and bidirectional transmission links. Compared with 
unidirectional transmission, bidirectional transmission links suffer from more interference.  

Theorem 5.1 A SINR-feasible set under bidirectional transmission model is also a 
SINR-feasible set under unidirectional transmission model. 

Proof. Let S  be a SINR-feasible set under bidirectional transmission model, for ul S∀ ∈ , 
according to SINR constraint, we have 

\{ }

( )
( )

w u

u

w ul S l

P d l
N P d l l

α

α β
∈

≥
+∑

.                                                    (6) 

On the other hand, we have ( ) ( ) ( ( ), ( ))w u u w w ud l l d l l d s l r l= ≤ . Therefore, 

\{ } \{ }

( ) ( )
( ( ), ( )) ( )

w u w u

u u

w u w ul S l l S l

P d l P d l
N P d s l r l N P d l l

α α

α α β
∈ ∈

≥ ≥
+ +∑ ∑

.                     (7) 

(7) shows that S  is a SINR-feasible set under unidirectional transmission model.         
Assume that 1S L⊆  is a SINR-feasible set under bidirectional transmission model and 

2S L⊆  is a SINR-feasible set under unidirectional transmission model. Theorem 5.1 implies 
that the number of links in 2S  is greater than or equal to the number of links in 1S . However, 
the converse does not hold. For example, in Fig. 5.1, ))(),(( 111 lrlsl = , ))(),(( 222 lrlsl = , 

1 1( ( ), ( )) 10d s l r l = , 2 2( ( ), ( )) 10d s l r l = , 1 2( ( ), ( )) 13.2d s l r l =  and 2 1( ( ), ( )) 13.2d s l r l = . 
According to SINR, 1l  and 2l  can transmit concurrently under unidirectional transmission 
model while they cannot do under bidirectional transmission model. Thus, the number of links 
in feasible set S  under unidirectional transmission model may be more than that under 
bidirectional transmission model. However, the experimental results demonstrate that our 
algorithm under bidirectional transmission model is superior to the algorithms under 
unidirectional transmission model (Fig. 5.2). 

 
Fig. 5. 1. Unidirectional VS. bidirectional                            Fig. 5. 2. Experimental result. 

communication links. 

javascript:void(0);
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Fig. 5. 2 demonstrates that our algorithm is effective. From Fig. 5. 2 we see that the 
capacity got from MLSA is close to MMHC and is superior to OSSA and MISL. Compared 
with OSSA and MISL, the capacity of MLSA is improved about 28% to 45%. 

In fact, both approximation bounds obtained in [9] and [3] are big constants. For example, 
let 4∆ = , 4α =  and 16β =  the approximation bound obtained in [9] is 138135, in [3] is 
272 and in MLSA is 37009. However, when 4∆ = , 3α =  and 2β = , the approximation 
bound obtained in [9] decreases to 11005, in [3] increases to 2188 and in MLSA decreases to 
261. The approximation bound of our algorithm is sensitive to the ratio of the longest and the 
shortest link. Note that when 40∆ < , our result is acceptable (Fig. 5. 3(a)(b)). It is reasonable 
for the assumption that ∆  is small. On the contrary, in order to transmit successfully, the long 
link should be assigned large power, which results in energy waste for the short links and high 
interference. When 40,∆ ≥  the performance of the four algorithms gets unsatisfying. 
Compared with other three algorithms, our algorithm can obtain a little better performance 
(Fig. 5. 3(b)).  

 

           
Fig. 5. 3(a). The number of links is 1000,                   Fig. 5. 3(b). The number of links is 1000, 

3α = and 3β = .                                                          3α =  and 1β = . 
 

Next, we analyze the influence of the path loss exponent α  on the results (Fig. 5. 4). It can 
be seen that the performance of MLSA is superior to other three algorithms, and the 
performances of OSSA [9] and MISL [3] is improved with the increasing of α , whereas 
MMHC [22] and MLSA is more or less invariant to the path loss exponent. Hence, MLSA has 
the advantage of being robust to variable path-loss exponent.  
 

 
Fig. 5. 4. The number of links is 1000, 7.8R =  and 5β = . 
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The value of β  influences the size of S (Fig. 5. 5(a)). With the increasing of β , the 
number of links in S  decreases. And the difference between 1β  and β  influences the result 
(Fig. 5. 5(b). Moreover, we point out that the scheduling result is more or less independent of 
transmission power (Fig. 5. 6). Therefore, the assumption of fixed transmission power is 
reasonable. 
 

   
 

Fig. 5. 5(a). The number of links is 1000,            Fig. 5. 5(b). The number of links is 1000, 
3α = and 16R =  .                                              3α = , 3β =  and 16R = .      

 

 
 

Fig. 5. 6. The number of links is 1000, 16,R =  3α =  and 3β = . 
 

Sensor nodes have limited power and low computational capabilities. Therefore, it is 
important to design low time complexity algorithm in WSNs. Fig. 5. 7(a) illustrates the time 
consumed by four algorithms to compute a feasible set S  from the same communication 
request links. Compared with the other algorithms, MLSA is economic (Fig. 5. 7(a)) since 
MLSA computes a feasible set with a minimum cost of time. Compared with MMHC, the 
running time of MLSA reduces by 25% (Fig. 5. 7(b)). In MLSA, when a link l  joins into S , 
the links within the “safe distance” of l  are removed which accelerates the implementation of 
MLSA. However, MMHC needs to decide each link whether it joins into S  or not. 
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Fig. 5. 7(a). 16R = ， 3α =  and 3β = .               Fig. 5. 7(b). 16R = ， 3α =  and 3β = . 

6 Conclusion and discussion 
Link scheduling is a fundamental problem in wireless networks. In this paper, we study MLS 
problem under physical interference model SINR and bidirectional communication model. 
Assume that the senders are assigned uniform power, based on the poposed concept of Safe 
Distance, we give a constant factor approximation algorithm MLSA for MLS problem in 
bidirectional transmission setting Theoretical analysis and simulation show that MLSA is 
correct and effective. Note that if the transmission power is set too low, some long links will 
never be scheduled. To ensure the longest link has opportunity to be scheduled we set the 
transmission power maxP N lαβ≥ ⋅ ⋅  to all senders. On the other hand, the high power is not 
necessary for short links. We point out that the assumption of uniform power assignment is 
reasonable in some applications, such as environment monitoring and process control, where 
the wireless sensors are deployed manually so that the distances between two nodes are 
approximately equal. Moreover, uniform power assignment is implemented easy, especially to 
the inexpensive wireless sensors. Without a doubt, dynamically power control is economic 
and adaptive to the application of WSNs. Therefore, in the further study, we will improve 
MLSA with power control and lower approximation factor. 
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